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A majority of eighth-grade students in the United States read below a proficient level,
which means that they may have difficulty reading and comprehending grade-level text.
Research indicates that older struggling readers may be missing phoneme-related skills, which
limits their ability to read proficiently. Unfortunately, there is little research examining
strategies for establishing such skills in older struggling readers. Multiple exemplar instruction
(MEI), which has benefitted young readers with phoneme-related skill deficits, is an intervention
that may also be effective for older struggling readers who need phonemic skills. The purpose of
the current study was to examine the effects of an MEI intervention on older struggling readers’
phonemic skills.
This study used a multiple-probe design across responses to examine the effects of a
MEI intervention on how accurately students read 1) words that contain the target sounds and 2)
sentences with words that contain the target sounds. Four 5th and 6th grade private school
students with reading delays, participated in the study during sessions held within their school.
The MEI procedure was completed in approximately 10-minute sessions during which the
student was taught to read the target sound across topographies including 1) reading the target
sound, 2) writing the target sound, 3) selecting the target sound from other sounds, 4) selecting
the target sound in words, 5) reading the target sound in a word, 6) segmenting sounds, and 7)

writing a word comprised of the target sound. Following the implementation of MEI, one
participant read more words and sentences comprised of the target sounds across all three target
sounds; one participant read more words and sentences comprised of the target sound across two
target sounds; one participant read more words comprised of the target sounds across two target
sounds and sentences across one target sound; and, one participant read more words comprised
of target sounds across two target sounds. Results, which suggest that MEI may be useful in
teaching phoneme-related skills to older struggling readers, are discussed in terms of related
literature, future research, and practice.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2019, only 35% of fourth grade students and 34% of eighth grade students tested at or
above proficient reading levels for their respective grades on the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP; National Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 2019).
Relatedly, only 12% of fourth grade students with disabilities and 9% of eighth grade students
with disabilities read at or above a proficient level. A proficient level of reading indicates that a
student can read and comprehend grade level text (NCES). These statistics indicate that a
majority of fourth and eighth grade students with and without disabilities read below a proficient
level, which means that many of them may have difficulty reading and comprehending grade
level text (NCES). These data also suggest that students with and without disabilities fall further
behind in reading over time if effective interventions are not provided.
Failing to Read
Reading proficiency in the early grades has social and academic significance for students.
Research indicates that students who do not read proficiently by the third grade are four times
more likely to not finish high school than students who do read proficiently (Hernandez, 2012).
Further, the likelihood of failing to obtain a high school diploma is six times higher for students
who do not demonstrate foundational reading skills at a basic level by the third grade
(Hernandez). Individuals who do not finish high school are more likely to have difficulty
obtaining and maintaining employment than students who finish (Sweeten et al., 2009). They
are also more likely to experience health challenges and not have health insurance (Sweeten et
al.). Thus, improving the reading outcomes of students with reading delays is an important task
for educators.
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Components of Reading
In order for older struggling readers to become successful readers, they must have
acquired necessary prerequisite skills in phonics, phonemic awareness, fluency, vocabulary, and
comprehension (Roberts et al., 2008; Tolman, 2005). For students who do not read proficiently
in fourth grade and beyond, it may be necessary to focus on word study and motivation in
addition to fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension (Roberts et al., Tolman). To determine
whether students will need to receive instruction for word study, phonics, or phonemic
awareness skills, an individual student’s reading skills must be assessed (Roberts et al., Tolman).
However, research-based interventions targeting word study and phoneme-related skills for older
struggling readers are limited. In a meta-analysis by Edmonds et al. (2009), only 4 of 29 reading
interventions for older students targeted word study and phoneme-related skills; three
emphasized word study skills and one phonological awareness.
Barriers to Teaching Reading
While there is a need to assist older struggling readers, there are also potential barriers to
teaching reading in secondary school. These include: 1. The reduction of formal reading
instruction in the general education reading classroom by the fourth grade (Wanzek et al., 2013);
2. The availability of few research-based interventions for older general and special education
populations that have a below grade level reading proficiency (Vaughn et al., 2010; Edmonds et
al., 2009); 3. The need to accelerate the rate of progress so that older students can catch up to
their peers (Roberts et al., 2008); and 4. The social acceptability of reading materials for
secondary students (Peterson et al., 2001).
A focus on learning to read begins to be removed from the general education classroom
after the third grade (Wanzek et al.). This means that students in fourth grade and beyond who
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do not read proficiently are unlikely to receive formal reading instruction in their general
education classrooms to help them catch up to their successful peers (Wanzek et al.). While
intensive interventions, including small group instruction, have been shown to be effective in
increasing reading skills for older struggling readers, there are few evidence-based small group
or intensive reading interventions for students with and without disabilities above the third grade
(Vaughn et al.; Edmonds et al.). For instance, Edmonds et al. found only 29 published articles
focusing on reading comprehension interventions for older students.
Reading interventions that increase the reading level of older struggling readers up to
grade level need to provide an effect size greater than average yearly growth in reading skills to
be truly beneficial (Roberts et al.). This is because many older struggling readers are multiple
grade levels behind their peers in reading skills and would need to master more than one grade
level per year to catch up with their peers (Roberts et al.). Additionally, students may be
sensitive to the type of language and materials used during reading instruction as students have
shown negative reactions to materials that do not include age-appropriate language (Peterson et
al., 2001).
Developmental Approach to Reading
Developmental theories provide an explanation of human development across the
lifespan or childhood specifically (Teater, 2015). These theories describe emotional, biological,
social, and psychological development as occurring through stages (Teater). A developmental
approach to reading describes reading as a type of problem solving (Chall, 1996). In
developmental approaches to reading, reading tasks may require either the accommodation of
new thinking to solve the problem of the reading task or assimilation of previously used thinking
to solve the reading task. Reading is thought to develop through stages during which the student
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interacts with the environment and learning occurs. Chall described a developmental approach
to reading that comprises six stages; each stage is correlated with an age and different types of
reading skills.
Stage 0 of reading is prereading – occurring between birth and age six years.
Metalinguistic awareness, or knowledge about the structure of sounds in words and how they
may be blended together or segmented apart, develops in this stage. Stage 1 is initial reading –
occurring between ages six and seven years. Knowing which letters are associated with different
parts of spoken words is gained during this stage. In Stage 2, between ages seven and eight
years, children fluently read words they have heard by remembering the words and using
knowledge gained in stage one. Reading to gain information develops in Stage 3 and occurs
through ages seven and thirteen years. This skill develops further at Stage 4, between ages
fourteen and eighteen years, where individuals are able to understand more complex facts and
multiple viewpoints in passages. Stage 5, the final stage, occurs from age 18 years and beyond.
In this stage, the reader is able to critically think about what they have read (Chall). The
developmental approach contends that the decoding skills gained in Stage 1, and the ability to
fluently engage with text through Stage 2, must both be acquired before individuals can gain
knowledge from reading in Stage 3. For students who do not progress through the stages as
quickly as others, it is recommended that parents and teachers spend more time reading books
with those children (Chall).
Behavioral Approach to Reading
Applied behavior analysis (ABA) is the science of making socially significant behavior
changes using the principles of behavior (Cooper et al., 2014). Behavior analysts evaluate all
behavior, including language, by its function. The function can be described as the
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consequences that maintain a behavior. Language, or verbal behavior, is defined as behavior that
is socially mediated by another person (Greer & Ross, 2008). In ABA, reading is considered to
be verbal behavior, specifically, textual behavior (Skinner, 1957). Textual responding is a verbal
operant that is controlled by text but does not assume comprehension of that text (Cooper et al.,
2014). When first learning how to textually respond, or see and say print, responding to text is
reinforced by generalized conditioned reinforcers (Greer & Ross; Skinner). Through the
development of the speaker-as-own-listener repertoire individuals are able to listen to themselves
textually respond and thus comprehend the text (Greer & Ross). For students who struggle to
respond accurately to text and exhibit phonetic skills, it is recommended that teachers use a
phonetic curriculum (Greer & Ross). It is further suggested to continuously monitor student
success by graphing the percentage of accurate student responding and to provide further
instruction if the student does not meet mastery criteria within the curriculum (Greer & Ross).
Although the behavioral approach to reading and the developmental approach are quite different
in their fundamental analyses of language development, advocates of both approaches contend
that students must have fluent basic reading skills to successfully comprehend text (Chall,
Downs & Morin, 1990; Greer & Ross).
Intervention Review
The U.S. Department of Education’s What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) reviews
education research to disseminate information regarding effective interventions. WWC lists
reading interventions with their respective effectiveness by outcome domain and grade levels
with which the intervention has been implemented. One such outcome domain is “alphabetics,”
which incorporates phoneme-related skills and word study. According to WWC, some of the
interventions that researchers have used to effectively teach secondary students alphabetics
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include Read 180® (WWC) and repeated reading (WWC). WWC described Read 180® as a
reading intervention for students who read at least two grade levels below their respective
grades. This intervention has been completed with students in the fourth through tenth grade.
Read 180® uses direct instruction in whole and small groups and includes individualized
instruction through a computer application in 90-minute sessions. Read 180® was shown to
produce substantial improvements in comprehension and literacy achievement when used with
older struggling readers in the fourth through sixth grade, but it was found to have no effects on
alphabetics (WWC).
Repeated reading is another intervention that has been completed with older students,
from fifth to twelfth grade (WWC). During repeated reading, the student reads a passage aloud
to a teacher for one minute three times in a row. The teacher calculates the number of words the
student reads correctly as a measure of reading fluency. Repeated readings were shown to have
a positive effect on reading comprehension, but not on alphabetics for students in the ninth
through twelfth grade.
Multiple Exemplar Instruction
Multiple exemplar instruction (MEI) is a method of teaching abstract concepts where
responses relating to the target concept are presented in various ways (Greer & Ross, 2008).
During MEI interventions, the researcher teaches topographically different responses to
participants in rotation (Greer & Ross; Reilly Lawson, 2008). For example, to teach the concept
of “monkey,” students may be taught to select a picture of a monkey, read text “monkey,” and
say “monkey” in the presence of a real or stuffed toy monkey. When using MEI to teach the
concept of monkey, the responses of selecting a picture of a monkey, reading the text monkey,
and saying monkey in response to a toy monkey would be rotated in a randomized fashion during
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the intervention. When participants are able to appropriately respond to each stimulus, the
picture, the text, and the toy monkey, they have been taught the concept of monkey. These
topographically different responses would then be under joint stimulus control (Greer & Ross;
Reilly Lawson).
MEI has been shown to be effective for older struggling readers working to acquire
metaphorical responses (Matthews, 2005). Matthews demonstrated that students could write
untaught metaphorical sentences after they were taught to select, write, and read metaphorical
sentences. The students were then able to write untaught metaphorical sentences. Additionally,
MEI has been used to teach older students with disabilities proper use of suffixes in 20-minute
sessions (Mariano-Lapidus, 2005). In this study, seventh graders were taught how to add
suffixes to words across vocal and written examples. The students were able to appropriately
add suffixes to words not used in instruction, showing the MEI intervention to be effective
(Mariano-Lapidus). With younger students, MEI has been effectively used to teach phonemic
skills (Reilly Lawson). After the implementation of the MEI phonemic intervention, the students
were able to spell novel words made of the target sounds (Reilly Lawson). Reilly Lawson
attributed these results to the MEI phonemic intervention.
While none of these studies used multiple exemplar instruction (MEI) to teach older
struggling readers phoneme-related skills, MEI has been shown to be effective when used with
older struggling readers working to acquire other reading-related skills, as well as in teaching
phoneme-related skills to younger students. As noted, MEI has thus been shown to be effective
for older struggling readers learning to produce novel metaphorical sentences and use suffixes in
novel words (Mariano-Lapidus; Matthews). MEI has also been shown to be effective for
younger students learning phonemic skills and spelling novel words (Reilly Lawson, 2008).
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These studies also showed that MEI can be completed in short sessions, averaging 20 minutes,
and still be effective (Mariano-Lapidus; Matthews). The brevity of these sessions allow the
students to learn the necessary reading skills in a short amount of time, thus potentially
increasing the likelihood of catching up to their peers. Additionally, MEI allows for the student
to receive individualized treatment. MEI may be completed in a “one student to one teacher”
arrangement, which allows for individual students to receive instruction only for the skills that
they are missing. In view of these considerations, MEI is an intervention that is potentially
useful for teaching phonemic skills to older struggling readers.
Purpose
The purpose of the current study was to examine the effects of an MEI intervention on
older struggling readers’ acquisition of phonemes and their subsequent reading of untaught
words. Specifically, this study examined the effects of MEI on how accurately middle school
students with reading delays read words that contained target sounds and how accurately they
read sentences with words that contain the target sounds. Additionally, the number of MEI
intervention sessions needed to learn the target sounds was determined.
Research Questions
This study examined three research questions: 1. What are the effects of an MEI
intervention on the number of correctly read words containing the target sounds? 2. What are the
effects of an MEI intervention on the number of correctly read words containing the target
sounds in connected text? 3. What are the effects of an MEI intervention on the number of
sessions to criterion?
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METHOD
Participants and Pre-Intervention Assessments
Four students with reading delays who were in the fifth and sixth grades were recruited to
participate in this study. The qualification for reading intervention was determined by using the
Northwest Evaluation Association Measures of Academic Progress (NWEA-MAP; Northwest
Evaluation Association, 2006) assessment administered by their school. During this study,
participating students did not receive the typical school-provided reading intervention in order to
prevent school-based instruction from confounding the results of this study.
The researcher first determined the potential pool of students by creating a list of those
students in fifth and sixth grade who fell under the 40th percentile of reading comprehension on
the NWEA-MAP (Northwest Evaluation Association, 2006) assessment. Next, their reading
instruction level was determined by administering the San Diego Quick Assessment (SDQA;
LaPray, 1978). To determine which phoneme sounds the students were missing, and would
subsequently be taught, the students also took the Phonics and Syllabication Survey (Moats,
2006) and a Word Assessment developed by the researcher. In the Word Assessment, the
researcher compiled words from common word banks (Farlex, 2021; Jones, 2003; Spellzone,
2021) that comprised sounds the students read incorrectly in the Phonics and Syllabication
Survey (Moats, 2006). A sound was identified for intervention when a student incorrectly read
five or more words comprised of the sound in the Word Assessment. Table 1 lists target sounds
selected for each student. Students were selected to participate if a) their instructional reading
level was at least one below grade level on the SDQA (LaPray) assessment, b) they missed eight
or more sounds on the Phonics and Syllabication Survey (Moats, 2006), and/or c) their teacher
recommended they participate.
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Student 1. Quinn was a 5th grade female student with an Individualized Education Plan
(IEP) for Other Health Impairment, Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. Quinn received speech and
occupational therapy services. Based on the SDQA, Quinn read at the 5th-grade instructional
level prior to participating in the study and placed in the 1st grade reading norms according to the
NWEA.
Student 2. Daria was a 6th grade female student with no reported disabilities. Based on
the SDQA, Daria read at the 3rd-grade instructional level prior to participating in the study and
placed in the 4th grade reading norms according to the NWEA.
Student 3. Jane was a 5th grade female student with no reported disabilities. Based on
the SDQA, Jane read at the 4th-grade instructional level prior to participating in the study and
placed in the 5th grade reading norms according to the NWEA.
Student 4. Trent was a 5th grade male student with no reported disabilities. Based on the
SDQA, Trent read at the 1st-grade instructional level prior to participating in the study and placed
in the 4th grade reading norms according to the NWEA.
Table 1
Target Sounds for Each Student
Participant

Target Sounds

Quinn

1) dge, 2) oy, 3) ch

Daria

1) oy, 2) dge, 3) qu

Jane

1) ay, 2) ch, 3) dge

Trent

1) ur, 2) oy, 3) ai
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Setting
Sessions were completed in a quiet meeting room in a rural Midwestern private, K-8
school. The researcher, student, and research assistant sat at a long table in the back of the
meeting room. There were few, and in most sessions no, interruptions from other people
entering or exiting the room. An additional teacher was occasionally in the room during
sessions, but sat on the opposite side of the room behind a bookshelf. Sessions were conducted
five days a week, during a 75-minute period otherwise dedicated to teacher-guided math,
reading, or science instruction. Each session was completed individually and in approximately
10 minutes after which the student would join the primary activity in their classroom.
Experimental Design
A multiple-probe design across responses was implemented to assess the effects of
multiple exemplar instruction on the number of words comprising target sounds the students
were able to read in word lists and in sentences (Greer & Ross, 2008; Ledford & Gast, 2009;
Reilly Lawson, 2008). Using a multiple-probe design minimizes the amount of time students
spend outside of the main classroom activity (Duhon et al., 2004). In a multiple-probe design
across responses, the target responses for each student are first probed during the initial sessions
and again immediately prior to any participant entering intervention (Ledford & Gast, 2009). A
functional relationship is demonstrated in a multiple-probe design across responses by
participants exhibiting continuous stable responding before entering intervention, even as other
responses enter intervention (Ledford & Gast, 2009). In this study, the dependent variables were
probed for all students before the first session and before any response entered intervention.
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Dependent Variables
This study has two primary dependent variables: a) accurate reading of word lists in
which the words contained the target sound, and b) accurate reading of sentences in which words
that contained the target sound were included. The secondary dependent variable was sessions to
criterion, defined as the number of sessions the student required to meet a mastery criterion.
Mastery criterion for multiple exemplar instruction (MEI) was met if the student completed
seven out of seven responses correctly in two consecutive sessions or six out of seven responses
correctly in three consecutive sessions.
Materials
Overview of materials. The researcher developed the following materials, the contents
of which are detailed in the paragraphs below: word list probe sheets; sentences probe sheets;
MEI student intervention sheets; data collection sheets; procedural scripts; and, intervention
fidelity checklists. All materials were printed on 8.5-inches X 11-inches sheets of paper. See
Table 2 for an overview of the materials used.
Probe sheets. Before the first session and before any response entered intervention, the
student’s a) accurate reading of on word lists, and b) accurate reading of sentences were probed.
At the top of the probe sheet was the word list which listed 10 words: five of the words contained
the target sound and the remaining five words were known words. There were two rows,
containing five words each. During each probe, the words were in a random order. These target
sounds and known words were selected for each student using the results of the Phonics and
Syllabication Survey (Moats, 2006) and the Word Assessment.
The sentences were on the bottom half of the probe sheet and were adapted from the
Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills Progress Monitoring Oral Reading Fluency
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student materials (DIBELS; University of Oregon, 2019). Passages were used based on the
student’s reading level as determined by the SDQA (LaPray, 1978). Each page had a varying
number of sentences, totaling 100 words. The total number of words in the sentences was set at
100 in order to ensure each participant received a similar experience in the study. Five of the
words contained the target sound. Two probe sheets were used during each session: one sheet
for the student to read and another for the researcher to score for accuracy of student responding.
An example of the probe sheet can be seen in Appendix A.
Probes script. Scripts for the probes were used by the researcher during every
presentation. The script detailed the materials the researcher must have during the session, the
initial phrase the researcher said, and how to respond if the student answered correctly or
incorrectly for each step. The probe script was also used for the research assistant to collect
fidelity data. The research assistant would write “+” if the researcher completed the step, “-” if
the researcher did not complete the step, or “N/A” if the step was not necessary to complete.
Fidelity was quantified by calculating the number of steps that the researcher completed
correctly, dividing that value by the total number of steps available to complete, and multiplying
this value by 100. The probe script can be seen in Appendix B.
MEI intervention student copy. During the intervention sessions, the researcher
presented the MEI directly after word list and sentences probe. One target sound was taught
during each intervention session. The student copy of the MEI intervention listed the students’
opportunities to respond. These included: 1. The target sound; 2. a line for the student to write
the target sound; 3. an array of three sounds, including the target sound, for the student to select
the target sound; 4. an array of three words that contain the target sound for the student to select
the target sound in them; 5. a word with the target sound underlined in it for the student to read
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the target sound and other parts of the word; and 6. a line for the student to write the word from
number five. An example of the MEI intervention student copy can be seen in Appendix C. The
order of the responses was randomized each session on the data collection sheet.
MEI intervention script. An MEI intervention script was developed by the researcher
to read during every presentation of the MEI intervention. The script detailed the materials the
researcher must have during the session, the initial phrase the researcher said, and how to
respond if the student answered correctly or incorrectly for each response. The script was also
used by the research assistant to collect fidelity data. Next to each response opportunity for the
researcher, there was a box for the fidelity checker to check “yes” if the researcher completed the
response, “no” if the researcher did not complete the response, or “N/A” if the response was not
necessary to complete. Fidelity was then scored by the number of responses that the researcher
completed over the number of responses available to complete. The MEI intervention script is
Appendix D.
Data collection sheet. The data collection sheet was used to collect accuracy data during
the MEI intervention. The top of each sheet had a place for the student’s and researcher’s initials
with instructions to “indicate correct responses with + and incorrect responses with -.” Rows
were available to indicate the date of the session, the session number, and the target sound
number being taught during that session. There were seven rows to indicate correct or incorrect
student responding for each of the seven responses in the MEI intervention. Following these
were rows available to indicate the accuracy score, whether that set had been mastered, or if the
target sound had not been mastered for over five sessions. The data collection sheet is in
Appendix E.
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Table 2
Overview of Materials
Material

Description

Phase

Probe sheet

Lists ten words, five containing the

Baseline and Intervention

target sound
Contains sentences with words made of
target sounds
Probe script

Script for researcher to read and

Baseline and Intervention

research assistant to score with
initial instructions and how to
respond to correct or incorrect
student responses.
MEI intervention
student copy

Lists the students’ opportunities to

Intervention

respond, made individually for
each target sound

MEI intervention script

Script for researcher to read with initial

Intervention

instructions and how to respond to
correct or incorrect student
responses and checklist to score
fidelity
Data collection sheet

Table for the researcher to collect
student accuracy data during the
MEI intervention

Intervention
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Interobserver Agreement and Treatment Fidelity
Treatment fidelity was measured for 33% of sessions and interobserver agreement (IOA)
was measured for 43% of sessions across probe and intervention by a trained research assistant
(RA). The RA recorded whether the researcher completed each step of the script during the
baseline and intervention phases using the MEI intervention script (Appendix D) and the probes
script (Appendix B). As noted, a percentage measured of treatment fidelity was calculated as:
(total number of steps correctly completed / number of steps possible) x 100. Treatment fidelity
was 100% across probe and intervention phases.
IOA was determined by having a second, trained observer independently collect data
across probe and MEI intervention sessions. IOA percentage was calculated by [total
agreements / (total agreements + total disagreements)] x 100. IOA was 97% across probe and
intervention phases.
Procedures
Overview of procedures. The following procedures were completed during this study,
as detailed in the paragraphs below: probes (word lists and sentences) and MEI intervention.
During the probe procedure, the researcher presented the probe sheet, said, “Read these words”
for the word list section. For the sentence section, the researcher said, “Please read this out loud
(points to the first line of sentences). Ready? Begin.” In both cases, the researcher then recorded
the accuracy of the student’s responses. Following the probe, the researcher delivered the MEI.
Three sounds were taught to each student during the MEI. Target sounds were selected by the
sounds and words read incorrectly by the individual student during the Phonics and Syllabication
Survey (Moats, 2006) and Word Assessment. During the MEI intervention, a target sound
taught through the MEI was considered mastered when the student correctly completed seven out
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of seven responses for two consecutive sessions, or six or higher out of seven responses for three
consecutive sessions. If a student did not reach mastery criterion after five sessions, MEI for that
set would have ceased and the student would have begun MEI for a new set during the next
session. Sounds not mastered would then be revisited after other sets have been mastered.
However, all students met mastery criterion in five or less sessions so this process was never
used.
The MEI consisted of the following responses in a randomized order for the target sound,
and is described in further detail in the MEI intervention section: 1. Reading the target sound,
where the student read the target sound aloud when the target sound is presented alone; 2.
writing the target sound, where the student wrote the target sound as dictated by the researcher;
3. selecting the target sound from other sounds, where the student circled the target sound from
an array of three sounds; 4. selecting the target sound in words where the student circled the
target sound from an array of three words that used the target sound; 5. reading the target sound
in words where the student read only the target sound in a word; 6. segmenting sounds where the
student says the parts of a word made of the target sound; and 7. writing words made of target
sound where the student wrote a word that contained the target sound as dictated by the
researcher.
Probes. The purpose of the word list probes was to determine if the student could read
words comprising the target sounds. The purpose of the sentence probes was to determine if the
student was able to read words comprising the target sounds in connect text. The researcher and
student sat at a table with the copies of the probe sheet for both the researcher and the student.
The researcher placed the student copy of the probe sheet in front of the student, pointed to the
word list, and said, “Read these words.” Following the word list probes, the researcher would
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point to the first line of the sentences and say, “Please read this out loud (points to the first line
of sentences). Ready? Begin.” The researcher placed a slash (/) through sounds that the student
omitted, did not vocally emit after three seconds, or pronounced incorrectly. The researcher
script for conducting the probes component can be seen on Appendix B.
Multiple exemplar instruction (MEI) intervention. The purpose of the MEI
intervention was to teach the student to read the target sounds across topographies. Students
were instructed to complete the following responses, detailed in the below paragraphs: 1.
Reading target sound; 2. Writing target sound; 3. Selecting target sound from other sounds; 4.
Selecting target sound in words; 5. Reading target sound in word; 6. Segmenting sounds; and 7.
Writing word comprising the target sound. Table 3 lists the instructions provided by the
researcher for each response taught during MEI intervention and an example of what the
stimulus was on the student copy. The order of the responses was randomized each session. The
researcher and student sat at the same table where the probes were conducted with a whiteboard,
whiteboard marker, researcher script (Appendix D), data collection sheet (Appendix E), student
copy of MEI intervention sheet (see Appendix C for example), and student point sheet. Students
received points for correct responding during the MEI intervention. These points were
exchangeable to items in the classroom store and preferred activities.
Reading the target sound. First, the researcher covered the student sheet with blank
pieces of paper or whiteboards except for the target sound. They then pointed to the target
sound, and said, “What sound?” If the student correctly read the target sound, the researcher said,
“Yes, that is (researcher models sound),” marked a point on the student point sheet, and
indicated a (+) for correct response on the data collection sheet. If the student said an incorrect
sound or did not respond within three seconds, the researcher said, “This is (researcher models
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sound). What sound is this?” and wrote a minus (-) on the data collection sheet to indicate an
incorrect response. After this instruction, if the student correctly read the sound, the researcher
said nothing and moved to the next response. If the student said an incorrect sound or did not
respond within three seconds the researcher said, “Let’s try again. This sound is (researcher
models sound). What sound is this?” At this point, if the student correctly or incorrectly said the
sound, the researcher said nothing and moved to the next response.
Table 3
Responses Taught in Multiple Exemplar Instruction Intervention
Instruction from Researcher

Response from Student

On Student’s Paper

“What sound?

Reading the target sound

dge

“What makes the (researcher

Writing the target sound

________________

Selecting the target sound from

dge ai ou

models sound) sound?”
“Circle the (researcher models
sound) sound.”
“Circle the (researcher models

other sounds
Selecting the target sound in words edge lodge budge

sound) sound in these words.”
“What sound does the underlined

Reading the target sound in a word

edge

part make in this word?”
“What are the parts of this word?” Segmenting sounds

edge

“Write the word (researcher says

________________

word).”

Writing a word made of the target
sound
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Writing the target sound. First, the researcher covered the student sheet except for the
line for the student to write the target sound. The researcher gained the student’s attention by
saying, “Look at me” or “Look at this” while pointing to the next response on the student copy.
The researcher then said, “What makes the (researcher models sound) sound? Write it down.”
If the student wrote down the target sound on the student copy line, the researcher said, “Nice
job writing (researcher models sound),” marked a point on the student point sheet, and marked
(+) on the data collection sheet. If the student did not write the target sound or did not begin
writing within three seconds, the researcher marked a (-) on the data collection sheet and wrote
the target sound on the whiteboard. The researcher then showed the whiteboard to the student
and said, “This makes the (researcher models sound) sound.” The researcher removed the
whiteboard and said, “What makes the (researcher models sound) sound? Write it down.” If the
student wrote down the target sound, the researcher moved to the next step. In the case that the
student did not write the target sound, or did not begin writing within three seconds, the
researcher said, “Let’s try again” and wrote the target sound on their whiteboard. After
presenting the whiteboard to the student, the researcher said, “This makes the (researcher models
sound) sound.” The researcher then removed the whiteboard and said, “What makes the
(researcher models sound) sound? Write it down.” At this point, if the student correctly or
incorrectly wrote the target sound, the researcher said nothing and moved to the next response.
Selecting the target sound from other sounds. First, the researcher covered the student
sheet except for the array of three sounds. The researcher then gained the student’s attention
using the aforementioned methods. To begin instruction for the next response, the researcher
said, “Circle the (researcher models sound) sound.” A correct response would entail the student
circling the target sound from an array of three sounds on the student copy. A response would be
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considered incorrect if the student circles any part of the word besides the target sound or did not
circle the target sound within three seconds. If the student responded correctly, the researcher
said, “Nice job circling (researcher models sound),” marked a point on the student’s point sheet,
and a (+) on the data collection sheet. If the student incorrectly responded, the researcher
pointed to the target sound and said, “This is the (researcher models sound) sound.” The
researcher then stopped pointing and said, “Circle the (researcher models sound) sound” and
mark a (-) on the data collection sheet. If the student correctly responded, the researcher said
nothing and move to the next step. If the student incorrectly responded, the researcher again
pointed to the target sound and said. “This is the (researcher models sound) sound.” The
researcher stopped pointing and then said, “Circle the (researcher models sound) sound.” At this
point, if the student correctly or incorrectly responded, the researcher moved to the next
response.
Selecting the target sound in words. First, the researcher covered the student sheet
except for the array of three known words made of the target sound and gained the student’s
attention. The researcher said, “Circle the (researcher models sound) sound in these words.” If
the student circled the target sound in each word, the researcher said, “Nice job circling
(researcher models sound) in these words,” delivered a point to the student and marked a (+) on
the data sheet. If the student did not circle the target sound they pointed to the sound and said,
“This is the (researcher models sound) sound” for each word with an incorrectly circled sound
and marked a (-) on the data sheet. If the student then correctly circled the target sound in each
word, they said nothing and move to the next step. If the student did not circle the target sound
in each word, the researcher again pointed to the sound and said, “Let’s try again. This is the
(researcher models sound) sound” for each word with an incorrectly circled sound. The
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researcher then stopped pointing and said, “Circle the (researcher models sound) sound.” At this
point, if the student did or did not circle the target sound in each word, the researcher said
nothing and moved to the next response.
Reading the target sound in a word. First, the researcher covered the student sheet
except for the known word that contained the target sound. On the student copy was a word with
the target sound underlined. The researcher pointed to the underlined sound and said “Look at
the underlined part. What sound does the underlined part make in this word?” If the student said
the target sound, the researcher said, “Yes, that is (researcher models sound),” delivered a point
to the student, and marked a (+) on the data collection sheet. If the student said anything but the
target sound or did not respond within three seconds, the researcher marked a (-) on the data
sheet. The researcher then said, “The underlined part is (researcher models sound). What sound
is this?” Then if the student said the target sound, the researcher said nothing and moved to the
next response. If the student did not say the target sound, they said, “Let’s try again. This is
(researcher models sound). What sound is this?” At this point, the researcher moved to the next
response whether or not the student said the target sound.
Segmenting sounds. The researcher then said, “What are all of the parts or different
sounds in this word?” If the student exaggerated each part of the word by either saying the word
slowly or pausing between sounds, the researcher said, “Yes, the parts are (researcher models
segmenting word),” delivered a point to the student and marked a (+) on the data sheet. If the
student did not say each part of the word slowly, with pauses between sounds, or within three
seconds, the researcher marked a (-) in the data sheet. The researcher then said, “The parts of
this word are (researcher models segmenting sounds in word). What are the parts of this word?”
If the student correctly said the parts, the researcher moved to the next step. If the student did
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not correctly say the parts, the researcher said, “Let’s try again. The parts of this word are
(researcher models segmenting sounds in word). What are the parts of this words?” At this
point, the researcher moved to the next response whether or not the student responded correctly.
Writing word made of the target sound. The researcher then covered the previous
responses on the student copy and gained the student’s attention. The researcher said, “Write the
word (researcher models word).” The target word was the same known word used in the reading
the target sound in a word and segmenting sounds responses. If the student correctly wrote the
word next to the number six, the researcher said, “Yes, that is (researcher models word),”
delivered a point to the student, and marked a (+) on the data sheet. If the student did not
correctly write the word, the teacher marked a (-) on the data sheet, and wrote the word on the
whiteboard. The researcher showed the whiteboard to the student and said, “This is (researcher
models word),” removed the whiteboard and then said, “Write the word (researcher models
word).” If the student correctly wrote the word, the researcher said nothing. If the student did
not correctly write the word, the researcher wrote the word on the whiteboard, hold the
whiteboard up, and said, “This is (researcher models word).” The researcher then removed the
whiteboard and said, “Write the word (researcher models word).”
RESULTS
Quinn
Figures 1 and 2 display Quinn’s percentage of correct responses during probes and multiple
exemplar instruction (MEI). Figure 1 displays the percentage of correctly read words during preand post-MEI word list probes and the percentage of correct responses during MEI for Quinn on
dge, oy, and ch sounds. In the pre-MEI word list probe, Quinn correctly read 67% (8/12) of dgewords. During MEI, Quinn met mastery criterion for the dge sound in three sessions, in which
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she completed 86% (6/7) of the MEI responses correctly in each session. In post-MEI word list
probes, Quinn correctly read slightly more words containing the dge sound following MEI
compared to baseline, with a mean of 75% (range, 67% [8/12] to 83% [10/12]).
In pre-MEI word list probes, Quinn correctly read 33% (range, 44% [4/9] to 22% [2/9]) of
the oy-words. The pre-MEI probe data show a descending trend. During MEI, Quinn met
mastery criterion of the oy sound in two sessions, in which she completed 100% (7/7) of the MEI
responses correctly in each session. In post-MEI word list probes, Quinn correctly read
significantly more words containing the oy sound following MEI compared to baseline, with a
mean of 83.5% (range, 78% [7/9] to 89% [8/9]). The post-MEI probe data show a level change
and ascending trend following MEI for the oy sound.
In pre-MEI word list probes, Quinn correctly read 47% (range, 20% [1/5] to 60% (3/5]) of
the ch-words. The pre-MEI probe data show an ascending trend, then stability. During MEI,
Quinn met mastery criterion of the ch sound in two sessions, in which she completed 100% (7/7)
of the MEI responses correctly in each session. In the post-MEI word list probe, Quinn correctly
read slightly more words containing the ch sound following MEI compared to baseline, with a
mean of 60% (3/5).
Figure 2 displays the percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI sentence
probes for Quinn on dge, oy, and ch sounds. In the pre-MEI sentence probe, Quinn correctly read
40% (2/5) of the dge-words in sentences. In post-MEI sentence probes, Quinn correctly read
significantly more words containing the dge sound in sentences following MEI compared to
baseline, with a mean of 67% (range, 60% [3/5] to 80% [4/5]). The post-MEI sentence probe
data show a level change and ascending trend following MEI for the dge sound.
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In pre-MEI sentence probes, Quinn correctly read 80% (4/5) of the oy-words in
sentences. The pre-MEI probe data are stable. In post-MEI sentence probes, Quinn correctly
read slightly more words containing the oy sound in sentences following MEI compared to
baseline, with a mean of 90% (range, 80% [4/5] to 100% [5/5]).
In pre-MEI sentence probes, Quinn correctly read 53% (range, 40% [2/5] to 80% [4/5]) of
the ch-words in sentences. The pre-MEI probe data show a descending trend followed by
stability. In the post-MEI sentence probe, Quinn correctly read slightly more words containing
the ch sound in sentences following MEI compared to the baseline average, with a mean of 60%
(3/5).
Table 4 summarizes Quinn’s accuracy in reading target sounds and words that contained the
target sounds as assessed by the Phonics and Syllabication Survey (Moats, 2006) and Word
Assessment pre- and post-intervention. When provided the Phonics and Syllabication Survey
(Moats, 2006), Quinn read two out of three dge sounds correctly in isolation and in words preand post-intervention. Quinn did not read the oy sound correctly pre-intervention but did read it
correctly post-intervention. With regards to the ch sound in isolation and in words, Quinn
correctly responded four out of nine times pre-intervention and seven out of nine times postintervention. When provided the Word Assessment, Quinn read three out of 16 dge-words
correctly pre-intervention and 15 out of 16 words correctly post-intervention. With the oywords, Quinn read seven out of 16 words correctly pre-intervention and 16 out of 16 words
correctly post-intervention. Of the ch-words, Quinn read 13 out of 18 words correctly preintervention and 17 out of 18 words correctly post-intervention.
Table 5 summarizes Quinn’s reading-level scores pre- and post-intervention. Quinn placed
at the 5th grade instructional reading level pre-intervention, then at the 4th grade instructional
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reading level post-intervention, as determined by the San Diego Quick Assessment (SDQA;
LaPray, 1978). Pre-intervention, Quinn received a 162 RIT on the Northwest Evaluation
Association (NWEA, 2020) assessment, falling into the 1st grade reading achievement Norm.
Post-intervention, Quinn received a 184 RIT on the NWEA (2020) assessment, falling into the
2nd grade reading achievement norm.
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Figure 1 Percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI word list probes and
multiple exemplar instruction of target sound for Quinn
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Figure 2 Percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI sentence probes and
multiple exemplar instruction of target sound for Quinn
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Table 4
Accuracy of Words Read Pre- and Post-Intervention for Quinn
Target

Assessment

Pre-Intervention Post-Intervention

Phonics & Syllabication Survey

2/3

2/3

Word Assessment

3/16

15/16

Phonics & Syllabication Survey

0/1

1/1

Word Assessment

7/16

16/16

Phonics & Syllabication Survey

5/9

7/9

Word Assessment

13/18

17/18

-dge

-oy

-ch

Table 5
Summary of Reading-Level Scores Pre- and Post-Intervention for Quinn
Assessment
SDQA
NWEA RIT

Pre-Intervention Score

Post-Intervention Score

5th grade

4th grade

162 – 1st grade

184 – 2nd grade
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Daria
Figures 3 and 4 display Daria’s percentage of correct responses during probes and MEI.
Figure 3 displays the percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI word list
probes and the percentage of correct responses during MEI on oy, dge, and qu sounds. In the
pre-MEI word list probe, Daria correctly read 0% (0/5) of oy-words. During MEI, Daria met
mastery criterion of the oy sound in three sessions, in which she completed 86% (6/7) of the MEI
responses correctly in two sessions and 100% (7/7) of the responses correctly in the final MEI
session. In post-MEI word list probes, Daria correctly read slightly more words containing the
oy sound following MEI compared to baseline, with a mean of 13% (range, 0% [0/5] to 40%
(2/5]). The post-MEI word list probe data show an ascending trend following MEI for the oy
sound.
In pre-MEI word list probes, Daria correctly read 10% (range, 0% to 20% [1/5]) of the
dge-words. The pre-MEI probe data show an ascending trend. During MEI, Daria met mastery
criterion of the dge sound in four sessions, in which she completed 86% (range, 71% [5/7] to
100% [7/7]) of the MEI responses correctly. In post-MEI word list probes, Daria correctly read
slightly more words containing the dge sound following MEI compared to baseline, with a mean
of 40% (range, 20% [1/5] to 60% [3/5]). The post-MEI data show a level change and descending
trend following MEI for the dge sound.
In pre-MEI word list probes, Daria correctly read 60% (range, 40% [2/5] to 80% [4/5]) of
the qu-words. The pre-MEI probe data show an ascending, then descending trend. During MEI,
Daria met mastery criterion for MEI of the qu sound in two sessions, in which she completed
100% (7/7) of the MEI responses correctly in each session. In the post-MEI word list probe
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session, Daria correctly read slightly less words containing the qu sound following MEI
compared to baseline, with a mean of 40% (2/5).
Figure 2 displays the percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI
sentence probes for Daria on oy, dge, and qu sounds. In the pre-MEI word list probe, Daria
correctly read 20% (1/5) of the oy-words in sentences. In post-MEI word list probes, Daria
correctly read slightly less words containing the oy sound in sentences following MEI compared
to baseline, with a mean of 7% (range, 0% to 20% [1/5]). The post-MEI probe data show an
ascending trend following MEI for the oy sound.
In pre-MEI sentence probes, Daria correctly read 30% (range, 20% [1/5] to 40% [2/5]) of
the dge-words in sentences. The pre-MEI probe data show an ascending trend. In post-MEI
sentence probes, Daria correctly read slightly more words containing dge sound in sentences
following MEI compared to the baseline average, with a mean of 40% (2/5). The post-MEI
probe data are stable.
In pre-MEI sentence probes, Daria correctly read 73% (60% [3/5] to 80% [4/5]) of the
qu-words in sentences. The pre-MEI probe data show an ascending trend, then stability. In postMEI sentence probes, Daria correctly read slightly more words containing the qu sound in
sentences following MEI compared to the baseline average, with a mean of 80% (4/5).
Table 6 summarizes Daria’s accuracy, pre- and post-intervention, in reading target
sounds and words which contained the target sound, as assessed by the Phonics and Syllabication
Survey (Moats, 2006) and Word Assessment. When provided the Phonics and Syllabication
Survey (Moats, 2006), Daria did not read the oy sound correctly pre-intervention but did read it
correctly post-intervention. With the dge sound in isolation and in words, Daria correctly
responded two out of four times both pre- and post-intervention. Daria did not read the qu sound
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correctly pre-intervention and did read it correctly post-intervention. When provided the Word
Assessment, Daria correctly read 11 out of 16 oy-words correctly pre-intervention and 13 out of
16 words post-intervention. Of the dge-words, Daria correctly read seven words pre-intervention
and 14 out of 16 words correctly post-intervention. Of the qu-words, Daria correctly read 11 out
of 16 words pre-intervention and 15 out of 16 words correctly post-intervention.
Table 7 summarizes Daria’s reading-level score pre- and post-intervention. Both pre- and
post-intervention, Daria placed at the 3rd grade instructional reading level, as determined by the
San Diego Quick Assessment (SDQA; LaPray, 1978). Pre-intervention, Daria received a 199
RIT on the Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA, 2020) assessment, falling into the 4th
grade reading achievement Norm. Post-intervention, Daria received a 201 RIT on the NWEA
(2020) assessment, falling into the 4th grade reading achievement norm.
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Figure 3 Percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI word list probes and
multiple exemplar instruction of target sound for Daria
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Figure 4 Percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI sentence probes and
multiple exemplar instruction of target sound for Daria
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Table 6
Accuracy of Words Read Pre- and Post-Intervention for Daria
Target

Assessment

Pre-Intervention Post-Intervention

Phonics & Syllabication Survey

0/1

1/1

Word Assessment

11/16

13/15

Phonics & Syllabication Survey

2/4

2/4

Word Assessment

7/16

14/16

Phonics & Syllabication Survey

0/1

1/1

Word Assessment

11/16

15/16

-oy

-dge

-qu

Table 7
Summary of Reading-Level Scores Pre- and Post-Intervention for Daria
Assessment
SDQA
NWEA RIT

Pre-Intervention Score

Post-Intervention Score

3rd grade

3rd grade

199 – 4th grade

201 – 4th grade
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Jane
Figures 5 and 6 display Jane’s percentage of correct responses during probes and MEI.
Figure 5 displays the percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI word list
probes and the percentage of correct responses during MEI for Jane on ay, ch, and dge sounds. In
the pre-MEI word list probe, Jane correctly read 20% (1/5) of ay-words. During MEI, Jane met
mastery criterion of the ay sound in three sessions, in which she completed 86% (6/7) of the MEI
responses correctly in two sessions and 100% (7/7) of the responses correctly in the final MEI
session. In post-MEI word list probes, Jane correctly read more words containing the ay sound
following MEI compared to baseline, with a mean of 67% (range, 60% [3/5] to 80% [4/5]). The
post-MEI probe data show an ascending trend following MEI for the ay sound.
In pre-MEI word list probes, Jane correctly read 50% (range, 20% [1/5] to 80% [4/5]) of
the ch-words. The pre-MEI probe data show a descending trend. During MEI, Jane met mastery
criterion of the ch sound in four sessions, in which she completed 89% (range, 71% [5/7] to
100% [7/7]) of the MEI responses correctly. In post-MEI word list probes, Jane correctly read
slightly more words containing the ch sound following MEI compared to baseline, with a mean
of 60% (3/5) during maintenance probes. The post-MEI probe data are stable following MEI for
the ch sound.
In pre-MEI word list probes, Jane correctly read 53% (range, 40% [2/5] to 60% [3/5]) of
the dge-words. The pre-MEI probe data show an ascending trend, then stability. During MEI,
Jane met mastery criterion of the dge sound in four sessions, in which she completed 86%
(range, 71% [5/7] to 100% [7/7]) of the MEI responses correctly. In the post-MEI word list
probe, Jane correctly read more words containing the dge sound following MEI compared to
baseline, with a mean of 100% (5/5).
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Figure 6 displays the percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI
sentence probes for Jane on ay, ch, and dge sounds. In the pre-MEI sentence probe, Jane
correctly read 20% (1/5) of the ay-words in sentences. In post-MEI sentence probes, Jane
correctly read significantly more words containing the at sound in sentences following MEI
compared to baseline, with a mean of 73% (range, 60% [3/5] to 80% [4/5]). The post-MEI probe
data show a descending then ascending trend following MEI for the ay sound.
In pre-MEI sentence probes, Jane read 60% (3/5) of the ch-words in sentences correctly.
The pre-MEI sentence probe data are stable. In post-MEI sentence probes, Jane correctly read
slightly less words containing the ch sound in sentences following MEI compared to baseline,
with a mean of 50% (range, 40% [2/5] to 60% [3/5]). The post-MEI probe data show a
descending trend.
In pre-MEI sentences probes, Jane correctly read 53% (range, 40% [2/5] to 60% [3/5]) of
the dge-words in sentences. The pre-MEI probe data show a descending then ascending trend.
In the post-MEI sentence probe, Jane correctly read more words containing the dge sound in
sentences following MEI compared to the baseline average, with a mean of 100% (5/5).
Table 8 summarizes Jane’s accuracy, pre- and post-intervention, when reading isolated
target sounds, as well as words that contained the target sounds, as assessed by the Phonics and
Syllabication Survey (Moats, 2006) and Word Assessment. When provided the Phonics and
Syllabication Survey (Moats, 2006), Jane did not read the ay sound correctly pre-intervention but
did read it correctly post-intervention. With the ch sound in isolation and in words, Jane
correctly responded five out of nine times pre-intervention and six out of nine times postintervention. With the dge sound in isolation and in words, Jane correctly responded one out of
four times pre-intervention and two out of four times post-intervention. When provided the
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Word Assessment, Jane read 13 out of 18 ay-words correctly pre-intervention and 16 out of 18
words correctly post-intervention. Of the ch-words, Jane read eight out of 16 words correctly
pre-intervention and 15 out of 16 words correctly post-intervention. Of the dge-words, Jane read
16 out of 21 words correctly pre-intervention and 18 out of 21 words correctly post-intervention.
Table 9 summarizes Jane’s reading-level scores pre- and post-intervention. Preintervention, Jane placed at the 4th grade instructional reading level then at the 5th grade
instructional reading level post-intervention, as determined by the San Diego Quick Assessment
(SDQA; LaPray, 1978). Pre-intervention, Jane received a 202 RIT on the Northwest Evaluation
Association (NWEA, 2020) assessment, falling into the 5th grade reading achievement Norm.
Post-intervention, Jane received a 218 RIT on the NWEA (2020) assessment, falling into the 7th
grade reading achievement norm.
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Figure 5 Percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI word list probes and
multiple exemplar instruction of target sound for Jane
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Figure 6 Percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI sentence probes and
multiple exemplar instruction of target sound for Jane
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Table 8
Accuracy of Words Read Pre- and Post-Intervention for Jane
Target

Assessment

Pre-Intervention Post-Intervention

Phonics & Syllabication Survey

0/1

1/1

Word Assessment

13/18

16/18

Phonics & Syllabication Survey

5/9

6/9

Word Assessment

8/16

15/16

Phonics & Syllabication Survey

1/4

4/4

Word Assessment

16/21

18/21

-ay

-ch

-dge

Table 9
Summary of Reading-Level Scores Pre- and Post-Intervention for Jane
Assessment
SDQA
NWEA RIT

Pre-Intervention Score

Post-Intervention Score

4th grade

5th grade

202 – 5th grade

218 – 7th grade
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Trent
Figures 7 and 8 display Trent’s percentage of correct responses during probes and MEI.
Figure 7 displays the percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI word list
probes and the percent of correct responses during MEI for Trent on ur, oy, and ai sounds. In the
pre-MEI word list probe, Trent correctly read 0% (0/7) of ur-words. During MEI, Trent met
mastery criterion of the ur sound in 5 sessions, in which he completed 89% (range, 71% [5/7] to
100% [7/7]) of the MEI responses correctly. In post-MEI word list probes, Trent correctly read
significantly more words containing the ur sound following MEI compared to baseline, with a
mean of 53% (range, 20% [1/5) to 80% [4/5]). The post-MEI probe data show an ascending then
descending trend following MEI for the ur sound.
In pre-MEI word list probes, Trent read 45% (range, 20% [1/5] to 40% [2/5]) of the oywords correctly. The pre-MEI probe data show a descending trend following MEI for the oy
sound. During MEI, Trent met mastery criterion of the oy sound in three sessions, in which he
completed 95% (range, 86% [6/7] to 100% [7/7]) of the MEI responses correctly. In post-MEI
word list probes, Trent correctly read less words containing the oy sound following MEI
compared to baseline, with a mean of 10% (range, 0% [0/5] to 20% [1/5]).
In pre-MEI word list probes, Trent read 33% (range, 20% [1/5] to 40% [2/5]) of the ai-words
correctly. The pre-MEI probe data show a descending then ascending trend. During MEI, Trent
met mastery criterion for MEI of the ai sound in three sessions, in which he completed 91%
(range, 86% [6/7] to 100% [7/7]) of the MEI responses correctly. In the post-MEI word list
probe, Trent correctly read more words containing the ai sound correctly following MEI
compared to baseline, with a mean of 60% (3/5).
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Figure 8 displays the percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI sentence
probes for Trent on ur, oy, and ai sounds. In the pre-MEI sentence probe, Trent read 20% (1/5) of
the ur-words in sentences correctly. In post-MEI sentence probes, Trent correctly read
significantly more words containing the ur sound in sentences following MEI compared to
baseline, with a mean of 60% (range, 40% [2/5] to 80% [4/5]). The post-MEI probe data show
an ascending trend.
In pre-MEI sentence probes, Trent read 20% (range, 0% to 40% [2/5]) of the oy-words in
sentences correctly. The pre-MEI probe data show a descending trend. In post-MEI sentence
probes, Trent correctly read less words containing the oy sound in sentences following MEI
compared to baseline, at 0%. The post-MEI probe data are stable.
In pre-MEI sentence probes, Trent read 60% (range, 40% [2/5] to 80% [4/5]) of the ai-words
in sentences correctly. The pre-MEI probe data show a descending then ascending trend. In the
post-MEI sentence probe, Trent correctly read the same amount of words containing the ai sound
in sentences following MEI compared to the baseline average, with a mean of 60% (3/5).
Table 10 summarizes Trent’s accuracy, pre- and post-intervention, when reading isolated
target sounds and words which contained the target sounds, as assessed by the Phonics and
Syllabication Survey (Moats, 2006) and Word Assessment. When provided the Phonics and
Syllabication Survey (Moats, 2006), Trent correctly read the ur sound in isolation and in words
one out of four times pre-intervention and three out of four times post-intervention. Trent did
not read the oy sound correctly pre-intervention but did read it correctly post-intervention. With
the ai sound in isolation and in words, Trent correctly responded zero out of three times preintervention and one out of three times post-intervention. When given the Word Assessment,
Trent correctly read nine out of 19 ur-words pre-intervention and 16 out of 19 words correctly
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post-intervention. With the oy words, Trent read 11 out of 16 words correctly pre-intervention
and 13 out of 16 words correctly post-intervention. Of the ai-words, Trent read 11 out of 18
words correctly pre-intervention and 12 out of 18 words correctly post-intervention.
Table 11 summarizes Trent’s reading-level scores pre- and post-intervention. Preintervention, Trent placed at the 1st grade instructional reading level and at the 2nd grade
instructional reading level post-intervention, as determined by the San Diego Quick Assessment
(SDQA; LaPray, 1978). Pre-intervention, Trent received a 192 RIT on the Northwest Evaluation
Association (NWEA, 2020) assessment, falling into the 4th grade reading achievement Norm.
Post-intervention, Trent received a 206 RIT on the NWEA (2020) assessment, falling into the 5th
grade reading achievement norm.
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Figure 7 Percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI word list probes and
multiple exemplar instruction of target sound for Trent
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Figure 8 Percentage of correctly read words during pre- and post-MEI sentence probes and
multiple exemplar instruction of target sound for Trent
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Table 10
Accuracy of Words Read Pre- and Post-Intervention for Trent
Target

Assessment

Pre-Intervention Post-Intervention

Phonics & Syllabication Survey

1/4

3/4

Word Assessment

9/19

16/19

Phonics & Syllabication Survey

0/1

1/1

Word Assessment

11/16

13/16

Phonics & Syllabication Survey

0/3

1/3

Word Assessment

11/18

12/18

-ur

-oy

-ai

Table 11
Summary of Reading-Level Scores Pre- and Post-Intervention for Trent
Assessment
SDQA – Instructional Level
NWEA RIT

Pre-Intervention Score

Post-Intervention Score

1st grade

2nd grade

192 – 4th grade

206 – 5th grade
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DISCUSSION
Overview
With a majority of fourth and eighth grade students reading below the proficient level
(National Center for Education Statistics [NCES], 2019), and limited research-based
interventions available to teach older struggling readers word study and phoneme-related skills
(Vaughn et al., 2010; Edmonds et al., 2009), there is a clear need for such interventions to be
developed. In view of this need, the primary purpose of the present study was to develop and
test an effective and efficient reading intervention for upper elementary students. Four 5th and 6th
grade students with deficits in phoneme-related skills participated in this study. The dependent
variables were accuracy on word lists and sentences, in which select words contained the target
sound, and sessions to criterion during the intervention. A multiple exemplar instruction (MEI)
intervention, wherein three target sounds were taught across responses, was implemented. In a
multiple probe-design across responses, word lists and sentences were used to assess the
participants’ accuracy of reading words which contained the target sound. Results suggest MEI
may be useful in teaching phoneme-related skills.
Major Findings
The intent of this study was to answer the following experimental questions: 1. What are
the effects of an MEI intervention on the number of correctly read words containing the target
sounds? 2. What are the effects of an MEI intervention on the number of correctly read words
containing the target sounds in connected text?; and, 3. What are the effects of an MEI
intervention on the number of sessions to criterion?
The implementation of MEI increased accuracy in reading words that contained target
sounds for all participants. More specifically, following mastery of MEI, Jane read more words
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comprising the target sounds across all three target sounds; Trent, Quinn, and Daria read more
words containing a target sound across two target sounds. The implementation of MEI also
increased accuracy in reading words containing target sounds in sentences for three of the four
participants. Specifically, following the implementation of MEI, Jane accurately read more
words containing the target sounds in sentences across all three target sounds; Trent accurately
read more words containing the target sounds in sentences across two target sounds; and, Quinn
accurately read more words containing the target sounds in sentences across one target sound.
There was little to no difference in the number of words containing target sounds Daria read
accurately in sentences before and after MEI.
In three of the four participants, the mastery criterion was quickly met when the MEI
intervention was put in place. Quinn met mastery criterion for MEI in three sessions for her first
target sound, then in two sessions for each of the remaining target sounds. MEI sessions were
completed in about 10 minutes, so Quinn spent approximately 30 minutes in intervention for the
first target sound, 20 minutes for the second target sound, and 20 minutes for the final target
sound, with a total of approximately 70 minutes of intervention. Daria met mastery criterion for
MEI in three sessions for her first target sound, then in four sessions for her second target sound,
and in two sessions for the final target sound. Therefore, Daria spent approximately 30 minutes
in intervention for the first target sound, 40 minutes for the second target sound, and 20 minutes
for the final target sound, with a total of approximately 90 minutes of intervention. Trent met
mastery criterion for MEI in five sessions for his first target sound, then in four sessions for his
second and final target sound. Trent spent approximately 50 minutes in intervention for the first
target sound, 40 minutes for the second target sound, and 40 minutes for the final target sound,
with a total of approximately 130 minutes of intervention.
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Anecdotal Findings
Some anecdotal observations were made during the study. During an MEI session,
Quinn told the researcher, “This is so fun with you.” During one of the final probe sessions, Jane
expressed to the researcher that she believed the intervention had helped her read better. Since
the study has ended, educators at their school have commented that Jane and Trent read with
more confidence.
While most participants completed the MEI sessions in about 10 minutes, there were
many sessions where Daria completed the sessions in approximately 5 minutes. While Daria
assented to participate in the study and did not request an exit from the study, she often requested
that sessions were completed quickly as she did not need think that she needed the reading
assistance. This may have contributed to her low performance on word list and sentence probes.
It would be interesting to examine the effects of the MEI intervention on Daria’s performance if
it were modified to arrange systematic reinforcement for participation and success.
Current Findings and Previous Findings: Relation to the Literature
This study was designed to remove potential barriers to teaching reading to older students
by: 1. Providing formal reading instruction, which is otherwise generally absent from the general
education classroom following the third grade (Wanzek et al., 2013); 2. Developing a researchbased, phoneme-related skill intervention for older struggling readers, where current literature is
limited (Vaughn et al., 2010; Edmonds et al., 2009); and, 3. Providing an efficient instruction in
an attempt to accelerate the rate of progress so that older students can catch up to their peers
(Roberts et al., 2008). Additionally, in accordance with both the behavioral (Greer & Ross,
2008) and developmental approaches (Chall, 1996) to reading, this study sought to improve the
basic reading skills of older struggling readers.
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The present findings are consistent with those of published studies that implemented
similar MEI procedures (Mariano-Lapidus, 2005; Matthews, 2005; Reilly Lawson, 2008).
Matthews’ and Marino-Lapidus’ research demonstrated that MEI may be effective for teaching
older struggling readings non-phoneme-related skills, while Reilly Lawson’s results indicated
that MEI is effective in teaching younger students’ phoneme-related skills. This study extended
MEI research by teaching phoneme-related skills to older struggling readers. In line with
previous MEI research (Mariano-Lapidus; Matthews), which showed that novel responses may
be acquired through MEI intervention sessions averaging 20 minutes, this study was found to be
effective in approximately 10-minute MEI sessions.
Limitations
This study took place during the Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) outbreak. In
accordance with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, 2020) guidelines, the
participants, researcher, and research assistant wore masks during each session. At times, this
made it difficult for the researcher and research assistant to hear the participant read and may
have made it difficult for the participants to hear instructions or correction procedures during
MEI. When the researcher or research assistant were unable to hear the participant, they asked
the participants to repeat themselves and to speak loudly. Additionally, following a potential
COVID-19 exposure, Quinn did not attend school or subsequent study sessions for two weeks, as
suggested by the CDC guidelines. Learning that occurred at home during these two weeks may
have impacted subsequent responding during word list and sentence probes.
Each participant had at least one target sound that was also a target sound for another
participant. This allowed the researcher to examine commonly missed words containing specific
target sounds across participants. For example, Quinn, Daria, and Jane each had dge as a target
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sound. Quinn and Daria both frequently incorrectly read begrudge and porridge during word list
and sentence probes before and after MEI. Similarly, Quinn and Jane commonly incorrectly read
partridge during probe sessions. It was also found that Quinn, Daria, and Trent regularly
incorrectly read corduroy across sessions. These words containing target sounds were found to
be high school or graduate-level words (WebFX, 2021). The readability level of these words
may have impacted the students’ responding across word list and sentence probes.
The MEI intervention was generally not effective with Daria and no attempt was made to
determine systematically why this was the case or to modify the intervention to improve its value
for her. This is a limitation of the study that was necessitated by the limited time available to
work with the participants during the COVID pandemic.
Future Research and Practice
Future research might examine the effectiveness of the MEI intervention on phonemerelated skills of additional older students to assess the external validity of the intervention. The
participants in this study were in the fifth or sixth grade. Future participants in the fifth, sixth,
seventh, and eighth grades should be studied to continue determine the effectiveness of this
procedure with a larger range of older struggling readers. The MEI intervention as used in the
present study was fast and easy to use, as indicated by the relatively brief periods of exposure
required for it to significantly benefit three of four participations and the high treatment fidelity
observed. These characteristics make it tenable for future research to involve a substantial
number of participants.
To deal with a challenge imposed by COVID-19, future researchers and students using
this procedure should consider wearing masks that meet CDC guidelines yet are not made of
fabric that muffles sound coming from their mouths. Researchers and practitioners may also
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consider converting the procedure to be provided online in order for students absent from school
a virtual learning opportunity. Related to the limitations regarding the grade level of words used
in the word list and sentence probes, future research and practice should consider selecting words
that contain target sounds that are within one or two reading levels of the individual student.
Finally, the MEI intervention generally did not benefit Daria. Additional research is
needed to determine the range of students who are likely to benefit from the procedure used in
the present study and to develop modifications of it useful for the remaining students. Such
research is easy to describe, hard to do, and quintessentially important if all students are to
receive the quality of services they deserve.
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Appendix A
Probe Sheet

Strange

Anyway

Clouds

Allay

Watched

Flay

Fray

Slickers

Quickly

Dray

One day, Edgar and his children, Jim and Morgan, were sailing their allay boat
with a dray. The sea was calm and bright. Morgan, the youngest, pointed to a
strange puff of gray cloud on the horizon anyway.
As the three of them watched, the small cloud grew quickly into a mass of dark
clouds that covered half the sky and started to fray. Edgar jumped up and began to
flay, then taking down the sail. "Help me, kids!" he shouted. "It's going to blow
hard!" Then Morgan got out the foul weather gear. She came up carrying rain
slickers.
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Appendix B
Researcher/Teacher Script – Word List Probe
Materials: teacher copy of probe words, student copy of probe words
1. Teacher places student copy of probe words in front of student
2. Teacher says, “Read these words”
3. Teacher uses a slash (/) through words student omits, doesn’t vocally emit within 3
seconds, or pronounced incorrectly

Researcher/Teacher Script - Sentence Probe
Materials: teacher copy of probe sentence fluency, student copy of probe sentences, stopwatch
1. Teacher places student copy of sentences in front of student
2. Teacher says “Please read this out loud (points to the first line of sentences). Ready?
Begin.”
3. Teacher starts stopwatch as soon as student reads first word/sound
4. Teacher uses a slash (/) through words student omits, doesn’t vocally emit within 3
seconds, or pronounced incorrectly
5. When the student reads the last word of the last sentence, the teacher will stop the
stopwatch and write the time on the researcher copy.
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Appendix C
MEI Student Copy
1. dge

2. ___________________________

3. w

a

4. ridge edge

dge

dodge

5. ridge

6. ___________________________

Appendix D

Researcher/Teacher Copy MEI
Materials: whiteboard, whiteboard marker, data collection sheet, teacher copy MEI, student copy MEI
Sound/word in parentheses should be pronounced as the respective sound/word.
Date:_________
TF Collector Initials:_________
Student Initials:_________
Researcher
Response

STEP 1
Teacher uncovers line 1 and gains student attention
Teacher points to sound next to number 1 and says, “What sound?”
If student correctly responds, Teacher says “yes, that is (sound)” and delivers a point. Teacher marks + on
data collection sheet.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher says, “This is (sound). What sound is this?” Teacher marks - on
data collection sheet.
If student correctly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to number 2.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher says, “Let’s try again. This is (sound). What sound is this?”
If student correctly or incorrectly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to
the next number on the data sheet.
Teacher covers line 1 on student copy
+ response completed correctly
- response completed incorrectly or not completed
n/a response not necessary to complete

#+_________, #-_________, total opportunities_________
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STEP 2
Teacher uncovers line 2 and gains student attention
Teacher says, “What makes the (sound) sound? Write it down.”
If student correctly responds, Teacher says, “Nice job writing (sound)” and delivers a point. Teacher
marks + on data collection sheet.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher writes sound on own white board, shows it to student and says,
“This makes the (sound) sound.” Teacher removes whiteboard and says, “What makes the (sound) sound?
Write it down.” Teacher marks - on data collection sheet.
If student correctly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to number 3.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher says, “Let’s try again.” Teacher writes sound on own white board,
shows it to student and says, “This makes the (sound) sound.” Teacher removes the whiteboard and says,
“What makes the (sound) sound? Write it down.”
If student correctly or incorrectly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to
the next number on the data sheet.
Teacher covers line 2 on student copy
+ response completed correctly
-response completed incorrectly or not completed
n/a response not necessary to complete

#+_________, #-_________, total opportunities_________
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STEP 3
Teacher uncovers line 3 and gains student attention
Teacher says, “Circle the (sound) sound.”
If student correctly responds, Teacher says, “Nice job circling (sound)” and delivers a point. Teacher
marks + on data collection sheet.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher points to sound and says, “This is the (sound) sound.” Teacher
stops pointing and says, “Circle the (sound) sound.” Teacher marks - on data collection sheet.
If student correctly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to number 4.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher says, “Let’s try again.” Teacher points to sound and says, “This is
the (sound) sound.” Teacher stops pointing and says, “Circle the (sound) sound.”
If student correctly or incorrectly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to
the next number on the data sheet.
Teacher covers line 3 on student copy
+ response completed correctly
-response completed incorrectly or not completed
n/a response not necessary to complete

#+_________, #-_________, total opportunities_________
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STEP 4
Teacher uncovers line 4 and gains student attention
Teacher says, “Circle the (sound) sound in these words.”
If student correctly responds, Teacher says, “Nice job circling (sound)” and delivers a point. Teacher
marks + on data collection sheet.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher points to sound and says, “This is the (sound) sound.” Teacher
stops pointing and says, “Circle the (sound) sound.” Teacher marks - on data collection sheet.
If student correctly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to number 4.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher says, “Let’s try again.” Teacher points to sound and says, “This is
the (sound) sound.” Teacher stops pointing and says, “Circle the (sound) sound.”
If student correctly or incorrectly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to
the next number on the data sheet.
Teacher covers line 4 on student copy
+ response completed correctly
-response completed incorrectly or not completed
n/a response not necessary to complete

#+_________, #-_________, total opportunities_________
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STEP 5
Teacher uncovers line 5 and gains student attention
Teacher points to underlined sound, says, “Look at the underlined part. What sound does the underlined
part make in the word?”
If student correctly responds, Teacher says “yes, that is (sound)” and delivers a point. Teacher marks + on
data collection sheet.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher says, “The underlined part is (sound). What sound is this?”
Teacher marks - on data collection sheet.
If student correctly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to number 5.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher says, “Let’s try again. This is (sound). What sound is this?”
If student correctly or incorrectly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to
the next number on the data sheet.
Teacher covers line 5 on student copy
+ response completed correctly
-response completed incorrectly or not completed
n/a response not necessary to complete

#+_________, #-_________, total opportunities_________
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STEP 6
Teacher uncovers line 5 and gains student attention
Teacher says, “What are all the parts or different sounds of this word?”
If student correctly responds, Teachers says, “Yes, the parts are (parts)” and delivers a point. Teacher
marks + on data collection sheet.
If student incorrect responds, Teacher says, “The parts of this word are (parts). What are the parts of this
word?” Teacher marks - on data collection sheet.
If student correctly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to number 6.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher says, “Let’s try again. The parts of this word are (parts). What are
the parts of this word?”
If student correctly or incorrectly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to
the next number on the data sheet.
Teacher covers line 5 on student copy
+ response completed correctly
-response completed incorrectly or not completed
n/a response not necessary to complete

#+_________, #-_________, total opportunities_________
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STEP 7
Teacher uncovers line 6 and gains student attention
Teacher says, “Write the word (word).”
If student correctly responds, Teacher says, “Yes, that is (word)” and delivers a point. Teacher marks + on
data collection sheet.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher writes word on own white board, shows it to student and says,
“This is (word).” Teacher removes whiteboard and says, “Write the word (word).” Teacher marks - on
data collection sheet.
If student correctly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points.
If student incorrectly responds, Teacher says, “Let’s try again.” Teacher writes word on own white board,
shows it to student and says, “This is (word).” Teacher removes whiteboard and says, “Write the word
(word).”
If student correctly or incorrectly responds, Teacher says nothing and does not deliver points and moves to
the next number on the data sheet.
Teacher covers line 6 on student copy
+ response completed correctly
-response completed incorrectly or not completed
n/a response not necessary to complete

#+_________, #-_________, total opportunities_________
TOTAL #+_________, TOTAL #-_________, TOTAL total opportunities_________, TOTAL MEI TF_________
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Appendix E
Data Collection Sheet
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Appendix F
HSIRB Approval

